Royal Raymond Rife

**Revolution in Electrotherapy devices for the 20th century**

Royal Raymond Rife, born in 1888, was one of the greatest scientific geniuses of the 20th century. He began researching a cure for cancer in 1920, and by 1932 he had isolated the cancer virus. He learned how to destroy it in laboratory cultures and went on to cure cancer in animals. In 1934, he opened a clinic which successfully cured 16 of 16 cases within three months time. Working with some of the most respected researchers in America along with leading doctors from Southern California, he electronically destroyed the cancer virus in patients, allowing their own immune systems to restore health.

The University of Southern California sponsored a Special Medical Research team years ago, to evaluate this electronic therapy on the terminally ill. After 130 days, EVERY PATIENT in the study had recovered without side effects of any kind. The medical team which evaluated the therapy for the University of Southern California included: Rufus Klein-Schmidt (President, Univ. of Southern California), Milbank Johnson (then the President of the southern Calif. AMA), Arthur Kendall (Director, Northwestern Medical School), Edward Kopps (Metabolic Clinic, La Jolla), George Fischer (Children’s Hospital, NY), Karl Meyer (Hooper Found., San Francisco), Whalen Morrison (Chief Surgeon, Sta. Fe Railway), George Dock.

Royal Raymond Rife was perhaps the most brilliant and persistent scientist in history. Where technology didn’t exist, Rife invented it—the very first micromanipulators, micro-dissectors, and heterodyning ultraviolet microscopes. He won 14 govt. awards for scientific discoveries, and a medical degree (hon.) from the University of Heidelberg.

Millionaires like Henry Timken financed Rife’s work, such as the Universal Microscope, with its 5,682 parts. With this superb microscope, Royal Raymond Rife became the first human being to actually see a virus. After nearly 20,000 unsuccessful attempts, Rife finally isolated and identified the human cancer virus, and named it “Cryptocides Primordiales”. Rife inoculated 400 lab animals with this virus, created 400 tumors, and then eliminated every cancer tumor by using his instrument to modify its electronic signature. This is all chronicled in “The Cancer Cure That Worked”.

Rife used the same technology for other “incurable” diseases. Constructing his own equipment, he painstakingly analyzed the precise energetic signature unique to each. Because the viruses and dwarf bacteria visible to the human eye in Rife’s Universal Microscope were alive, stained with light, not dyes, Rife could experiment with precise radio and light frequencies or “wave form healing,” and destroy these deadly pathogens under his microscope. By exposing disease organisms to highly modified
forms of their own unique electromagnetic pattern of oscillation, Rife discovered he could destroy them (and nothing else) by the millions. How is this possible? Every biochemical compound oscillates at its own distinct frequency pattern. Therefore, every living thing has its own unique electromagnetic signature, and this pattern is genetically determined—and thus unlike any other species.

After decades of research, Rife isolated the patterns, modified them and used them to kill the microbes that produced them! Just as a wine glass is shattered only by a particular frequency, so Rife’s frequencies destroy only the disease organism whose oscillation pattern corresponds to the modified pattern he broadcast. Therefore, RIFE THERAPY IS ONE OF THE VERY FEW ANTIMICROBIAL THERAPIES KNOWN TO BE FREE OF ANY SIDE EFFECT. Unfortunately, Rife’s scientific theories and method of treatment conflicted with orthodox views and that of Morris Fishbein, then president of the AMA who demand to own stock in his company. When he refused, his work was stopped and both the research and the treatments were forced underground as the story goes in Barry Lynes book THE CANCER CURE THAT WORKED, FIFTY YEARS OF SUPPRESSION. And nothing has changed recently. These are just a few of the distinguished medical doctors who have been harassed and persecuted in the last 50 years for discoveries that threatened the health care industry – Doctors Revici’s work on nutrition and cancer, Dr. Burzynski’s work on immune therapy and cancer, Dr. Livingston’s findings of cancer pathogens in chicken meat, Dr. Burton’s work on immune therapy and cancer, W.F. Koch and Glover’s works reported in our Course on Balneology, Coley’s and Lincoln’s cancer vaccines, Priore and Naessens, both French scientists.

This electronic technology was buried for years. Rife’s lab assistant, John Crane made himself public. He got the notion that transdermal frequency would provide better and more accurate delivery since frequencies transmitted through air would alter when hitting the body’s skin, a well known dielectric. He initial theory was true. He proposed and advanced the use of transdermal stimulators. He used simple frequency generators. Recently resurrected, and is once again available, are scores of such devices on the market.